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1v
Due to the limited time available to the author to
work on this pll'oject for credit hour requirements, the review
of literature has beenkep~ to a minimu:m.. This, phase has been
covered quite'thoroughly by both ,Professors Jensen and Beedle.
l'iote sho~ld be :made of the &rticles, tl Introdticti~nlf. "Sul11:maryll.
and "Theory" written by Professor Jensen as part of' the general
.program and included in this report :tnthe A:ppendi~.
As well,asreviewing the articles'ntentioned above, the
I, '
author has~in,;estigatedseveral paper~ 'by Brandes & Mai!l$l and
Johnston& Deite2 pub'lished previo~ on this' subje·ct., Refer-
r' , -,' • ~
~nceEJ·to other material vTtl1 be madeasne¢esaary thro1j.ghout.
this report.
, ,or'c,Our::ie the many .discjlss1ons Ylith'Prof'es,so:r's Jensen
. ., . . . . A
and Be~dle on theory, ana,1-ysl'i3, and applioatl0n~v.eb¢envery
'. . .. i .
vaiuabl~•. Also,' the. author will rely on a gener.l\.lkn()V1le~e '
of viald.il),Sp'r9blems. theoretical ~n.dpraeti.ca.l,asobtaihedin
,. .~
. ,-.. .
the Graduate Course in stcicturalWel'ding at~ Lehigh arid. ..from
. .' -' .. '... ~ ...
di$cusslons ,With men from industry act'L1a'llYQonnected,;\.j:t:~ththese
problel'l'ls·.
_.__.-....-.- .....~ .
1. J ~L~ Brandes ,& R.M~ Mains .. UReport of Teats o'r Welded Top-
Plate and Seat Building Connections ll from the' "Welding
Jo~na.llt" lVIarch 1944"l:P 1468 to 1658., '" ,
2. B. Johnston & G~R. Deita - 'Tests .of Miscellaneous Welded
Buildin*'Connectlons"" ?reprint from the "Weldints
,Journal', 1941, Fritz L~b. Files.
o. OBJECT
• I 1
.The general object of the overall program 1s stated
. '
in Mr. Jensen's "Introduction" under the sub-title, 'Proposal'.
(See Appendix).
The specific object of this author's work will be
several fold:
1. To set up e. design procedure for a typical assUJ,ned
set of conditions which will be applicable in
engineering design practices.
2. To analyze: said design and predict the action of
j
the actual joint.
3. To run tests on various a.ctual'plates fitting the
, design requirements in 1. - In testing these pla.tes
alone, the set up will be designed to fit the actual
. '
conditions ex.isting in, the real joint as, closely as , ')
is possible.
4. To investigate and test several actual 'beam-column"
-
connections based on above design.'
5. To correlate items 3 and 4 looking for a possible
prediction of joint ac'tion from the results of the
plate tests alOne thus, e,liminating the expenses, of
testing actual bui~tup beam-colmnn connections in
future research.
It should be noted that the foregoing work will be
conducted primarily as a guide to further researoh -pilot
tests in effect. This is due to the fact that the ,author will
not be at Lehigh long t?nough to see the whole researoh program
through.
2THEORY· A'ND DISCUSSION
!t is most common in building design today te pick
beam sizes based on simple SUppOl'ts at the ooluxnns. In x-iveted
cormections there is a certain slippage which is somewhat
unprediotableand which gives the joint little or no ~igldlty.
Hence. simple supports probably 1s a good, as.$umpti.on-- .fCi>.r·~the
I
common riveted connection~
Y'J1len beam is loadl.;ld, the
outstanding leg of the angle
fieldS. produ.Q.ing, rotation. .
Seat angle c~nne~tion
before lQading beam.
However, in welded joints there is no chance fOr move-
ments other than due to actual yielding in the steel.
In usual welding practioe. e. seat angle connection a10n$,
Fig. 1. is assumed to be a simple $up,;>ort since the o't1t;$tan~g
leg of the angle tends to bend -EI llowlng ¥'otationof the beam end.
/
:Fig. - 1
_ f -Oil
If the beam is welC1~d d'-re"stly to the c61ttran41 -Plg.2.
I
no rotation 1s pO£;lsible unle.$s the column itself r<:;tates or
defoms, in the flange .region. In the case where beamS frame
into theeolt1mn f:rom opposite side$. the rotational effects will
be balaneed, or nea.~ly so. tor dead loads-at least. Research
- .
indioate$ the definite r:teed, for stiffeners between the column
flanges to reduce their' deformation and to transmit the beam
.flange 10ad.:1. Thus we have a fully rigid eonnection permitting
us to deSign the beam for a moment of W1,/12 instead of the usu.al
VILla used ~or a simple beam. It :f.$s~en that a considerable
' .. ' ')\"!"
I
~
(
""",,,I-
-
Be~unloaded Beam ~oaded
Fig. 2
savings in beam weight may be 'effected. However, fabrication
dif'ficultieS~ such as cutting to more $xa.et lengths, ~itting,
, .
.field w'alding (overhead andvertioa:J. as ,well a.sdo\"n ,hand), a'te.,
increase the cost of such a joint someWhatbffsetting ~ome, i.f'
not the major portion, of the economy ?f the lighter beB.Jl1~
. T:0.6 naxt step might be obvious~ . Is' it 'l£ot possible to
-,.easj,ly' design a' connection wh1ch,,:v.r1+1 give a .saving's in the beant ,
, . '
se laotian. ~ue to,'~orne pereentor full' rigid!'by in the joint, and, ,
at the sam~t1me, b~ as easy (or n~arly 80) ~o fabricate and
~., " . .
ereet a'S the .simple connection? This bas bee,n tried using a
'.. I
top plate and seat connection; Fig~ a~ and va:t-lousprocedures
rOi> des~gn have been suggested a'ndused..
Colu,mn
Butt we Id with 'back-q.p strip
Top Plate .
F~lletw&ldS
Beam
Angle qr "Tn seat
'mical To;e Plate and Seat ,Beam-Column Connection
Fig. ,3
4
It will be noted that in this connection. Eig. S. iIi·
contras.t to the direct welded connecti9n; Fig. 2, all the' .:fiel.d
r- "lelding would't,>e in a dovmha.nd position and that rabricat.ion and
,
erection tolerances woalcJ. be. gre~ter.
The action of the s'6.at in this connection is primar+.'ly
\ .
to oarry the vcrtieal rea·ction~ HcDwevor. some provision must be
made tQ transfer the thrust or the bpttorai'J.ange of the beam
into th.eeol'l.Ulltl allovdng for p"Qs·sible reversal or the moment
OB.1,;t.Sing the thrust if wind is involved. This is usually done
by f'i~let ·~ld1ng.the beain rls.nge to the setlt or butt welding
it. d1'Peetl:y to the oolumn fla.nge using the seat as a' back.....up
Pltite•. The· problemaf the seat will b"ediscussed more fully
:L.a.ter a~ part of the s~o.ohd phas.eof tblSfpl:rQje,o.t.'
-The l;lU.es:tion might n()wp~ rai$ed a.s to what is happening
in t~ tQPP-l8:t~\Ulderth$ e'~'e'~te'q. loading c,ond.1tlt<:>n8 i.Foz.,
ilis cu.ss i on 1~ Will be' ,$ :tin:plE;)%" .to -d1vi4;e :the~,.tpee.t,e;d ~;l.(;)adings
into two, gr,oti.1;>s: Jo. V$rtiea:·l loadingl3.', S,lid 2.. wing. J1lQmen't loadings
In,,~'01n'b~tiQD.vd.ti). th~ ver~i¢al loW-dings •
• J • < I"~ •
'1. Vert1cal loa.dingff:' .
Th~r-eare tWQ,l>$:1iI1e deidgn prooedures pro,poae~ in'eon...
sideringt1').e ,top, P#1.ta actionau:e to 'V~rti¢alJ..QadingsQnthe
1;)eam.·
In the l'irat case, the p,l8.testress is eonsidere4 .to be
I ' . I
within the elastio range (u:sually20 t()2~s1)under tlo1"111S.1
, ex,peote!1 vertica.l loadings.. Henee, when the beam is 10a464.
th,e phte ~ 'elueto rotationaJ. t$ndencyof the be'am ,end, viiI1
I elongate a small amount elasti,cal1Y. When part. of the load is
•:remoV'~d ,the plate wills1m.ply shorten a. reVltive amount. Thus,
5'we are continually within the elastic range, and the only
problem which might be encountered aver a. period of many years
'would be fatigue. However, it is hard to believe that fatigue
will enter the picture when we cons~der the relative magnitudes
.
of the dead and live loads a~d the fact that the number of
repetitions of load in the lifetime of the building usually
W9uld not a.pproach the fatigue limit.
In the seoond case" the plate stress is considered to
, be at, or close to, the proportional limit 'under normal expeoted
vertioal loadings. A common assumption ~s· 30 ksi in the plate.
Thus We are still within a range below the so called plastic
zone, but only barely so, and a sl'mlll permanents~et in thE!! plate
. might be induced~ Naturally, arry' additional load above that
.. .
asSUmed will cause a permanent set in the plate" which, withl'n
limits, has been proven not to' be dangerous •.
2. Wind moment in combination with vertical lo'ading's.
Uow, after the brief discussion of the top plata action
• I
,',
underverttcal loadings, let us look into ,the case of wind
moments in addition to the,se vertical loaqs.
Consider wind~incombinationwith the first case of
,
vertical loading~ The plate is' within the elastic range for the
vertical loads and produoes a.carta-in percent end restraint,
giving a' typical moment diagram as shown in'Pig. 4a. (Next page)
Consider an additiQnal wind moment at th~ joint which has a
moment diagram as in Fig.4b. Since the' plate is designed to
be in theelastle range it will take more moment than M~ (the
end moment due to verti.cal 1013.4) before 'reaching the yield
pointip .~he plate at Myp. From our Pt'esent ltn9wledge.we
'.'
6-
~-Mv
c. Combined Diagram
Mv+ Mw< Mypfor the p~te'
I
I '
I
___ b. Wlnj Moment
Fig~ 4 -
we m~st assume that ()noe the joint moment :reaoh~s the Mypfor
1;;he p.l.a,te,no additional moment oan be carried by the joint ~
I' .
How. if the wind moment, Mw, i..s 'suoh tha:t Mv+ lVIw (Myp •
the plate will carry the full wind moment vrlthout. yie Iding and
the resulting'moment diagram l:lW.y be obtained b y 1:Ji.mply adding
the two individual diagrams as shown in F1~•. 4c. The center
moment will remain the Same and will beclG>seenough to the
ma~d.mum for normal design purposes. The .maximum Qrdinate might
shift s1i8h:tly to the right. The curve itself '\3l1ll flatten to
the right of the center and become sharper and steeper to the
1e.1't.. Assuming the plate to be designed for 20 ksi a.nd yield
7
point at 33ksi, the Mw must be less than the I11v; (lvlW 13/20 Mv).
Therefol"e, at the right ~nd of the bea.m, the plate te.nsion will'
be simply reduced to a. lower tension value. Naturally, this
will change acco;r-ding :to the working stresE in the plate.,
If now My+ Mw? Myp " 'the plate will only take apart or
the w~nd ,moment, MJ, , such that M,,+ 1iJi = M.yp. The remaining
wind moment, ~ ' will be traruJferred to the opposite end of the
beam., For, the sake of o.iseussion, consider the worst situation
of a wind moment in combination 'wit,h the caSe 2 vertical load-
fng (where the plate stress is as,sunted at or nea.r the yield
point under normal vertical loadings).. This vlill beth'e, ext1"'eem
,
in which Mv will equal Myp • \See Fig. 5. Since no addi tiona:l
moment can be' oarried b~ the plate at the left end, the combined
moment diagram must be ,constru'cted as~hown in Fig~ 5e'. In efte'ct,
,,t - ltv
Vertical; Load,ing Case 2
-
--- -
-
--- 1--
-b. Wind Moment -
I
" {---=-----'--f-'-,---M;:Myp ," - __ ' I
,"-V ',' _
, , ---
, ,
f~ -Mv)+Mw
o. Combine'd Diagram
Fig~, .5
8
.-
the wind moment diagram its~lfwillassum.e the shape shown
dash~d in Fig. 5b_ wh:i.ch. when combined with the vertical load
moment diagram, will simply rotate it as shown. The left or-
dinate remains eq1..1B.l to Mv= Myp ~ The right ordinate will
become 2 Mw - M.v. The point of maximum moment in the span
(low point of the curve) wil~ actually shift Some small amount-·
from the certter toward the right and will va.ry some in magni-
tude. However, for design purposes_ the center moment can be~ .
assumed 'to approximate the maxirl1umand taken equal to ('If - Mv) +
Mw as shown. Dependent upon the magnitude.or Mw With respect
to Mv • a reversa.l of stress niay be' set u,p in the top p1.ate at
the right end.
Theoretioa lly, the wind moment may increase mrtil e.' second
"plastic hinge II (the le,f'thand top plate act:S as the· fitst one)
is created. This:may occ'U;r at onept two Places~ Somewhere in
the beam itself, usually olos$' to the oente~_ when t~ moment
createsatr-6sses in th e plastio range in the flanges_ pr iri
the right band top plate if. i;n design.,' due consideration is
not taken Of, the pOS,sibility of its act,1ng like a strut in
compression.:
Mr. LaMotte Grover describes what happens in the top plate
under similar loading conditions. Sinoe his description is vet'y
clear, liberty will be taken in quoting it direotly here.3
tI ••••• it is assumed that the beams will tend to
(~ . act first as thoUgh the~were rigidly connected; but the
details of de'sign provide for the occurrence of a. limited
amount of non-elastic deformation in the c0nnection
........----.- ..-_........-..
3. La.Motte Grover - "Manual of Design for Are Welded steel
Structures tl , pp 55":'56, Air Reduction Co., New
York, 1949.
o
,9
'material. w!thout real structural' ~age to it (a.
d.e'termined by researoh), sO that as the loads ~ome onto
the s,tructure," wind or vertical, "this permanent ,defor-
mation prevents the building upofe,Xoessive beam-end
moments, limiting them to the values assumed. in design.
uUpon the removal of part of the load, in the case
of a, top-plate connection, the unattached mid-port1:on of
the top plate shortens elastically from its length after
yielding, to some shorter lerigt,h determined by the re-
maining load. Obviously, a complete removal of' the load·
would produ~e a compression in the top plate, which viould
be a function of the permanent da'formation that OO<;1oceur;red
under preVious loading.
"If a loading greater than. the previoW3 one-should
then be applied, fUrther plas'!?ic 'deformation w'ould oocur,.'
V'a.$ulting in a gre'ater residual compression stress inth$
top plate after complete removal of load1.ng. When the
maximu.mcomblnEi}d loa'dlt'lg' has, ,oncecl -been reaChed" no tur-
. , '.
ther permanent deformations will take p1ao'6. Subsequent
, ,
variatiom~ 'l'ft~-wind <Qrgravity -loading prodt1,ce deformation
changes entirely within theelastle 'range.,
"As mentioned previously in. this manual. such plastio
deformation as that describe'(i above,' actually occurs in
practically all st~ctural details that have' been used'in
rivited construetion; but the recognition of plastic defor-
mation and :exeroising control over ,it by a. x-atlonal de,sign
"
method is' a rather new idea to many 'struotural engineers. it'
In our case, if the assum.ed wind moment is reversed. the
combined rngment diagram in Fig. 56 wi1:1 Simply re~er@e end for
end. Thus the top plate at either end of the beam ~ay b e
10
stressed in the plastic range ailEi maY:Jllso get a reversal of
I
stress. If the wind. Is great enough t'o eli."!).inate the Mv we
have, ba~ically, the case -that Mr. Grover descI!,~bes as "complete
remova..1 of the load", and the cOl1ipl:"ession due to the increment
of plastic deformation will be in effect.
The foregoing discussion has been concerned with the
extreme cases, but with these in mind, the analysis of an
intermediate case should be fairly simple.
Prom this discussion we see that many factors may entel?
the problem of d;esign: 1. effect of vertical loads; ~. effect
of additional wind loads in combination - overstressing' .the beard
itself, possible reversal of stresses in the pL'lte_ etc.; S.
selection of the pla.te to fit the needS. Anothep iDiportant '
point not merltioned previously is the A~I~S~C~ specifieation
that the welds can not be over stressed.
,',
Thus we 'are confronte:d with several poss ibJ.,e proc'ee.ures
.to use in de'S ignlng the. p late:
1. Des.ign the top plate at: an assi~ned stress for, graVity
,
loading, and' a certa.itl per'cent re.straint, and then
,
check it for the additional wind moment allowable.
2. Design the top plate at an assigned fJtress for a
combination, ¢f gravity and wind lQadings.
!
3. Design the top plate f,orsome Col11bina ti(;:m : b.etwe~n ,
the a.bove two procedures.
To design and test specimens .for all the mentioned
possibilitie.s· would involVe a l.ong ~ange research program.
Therefore, this paper will be concerned with one ease. the ease
of de$igning the top plate for a stre~tfJ within the elastic range'
for normal gravity loading. In the discussion of results. the
problem of wind moments in combtnatlon with the gravity loads
· ~ \' . \ '
u
will be discussed for this particular design. This deSign
procedure is pe:rhapsthe most conservative (other than til. t9P
'. .
plate designed f'OI> a' fully ".fixed" joint for all conditions of
loadin~) of those- di.scufi1sed. and should/> therefore, be the
.s·tarting point f(>r researeh on all the procedures.' In other
\~ords_ the conservativacase will be tried and proved, if
possible, through research and then be us~d a;'sa :round~tion
for :f"urther research on the "less conservative" ideas.
, I" f • ,.'
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PROPOSED DESIGN PROCEDURE
I. GENERAL
Consider the moment diagra.msshown in Fig. 6, below, for a beam.
with uniform load (the usual casEkln building design) and varlou$
I .
degrees pI' end restraint. W is the total distributed load. and L
the span l'ength.•
WL.
~.~' 7F~. 16 16
I ···~··I~ . 16 W'L
12 IZdo Fu:p~y' fUCe<i...end- beam
106% end restraint
e. Partially fixed-end beam
757$ end restraint
b. Pa.rtially fixed-end beam
50% end restraint
a. Simple beam
No end restraint
Fig. 6
WL
M
As indicated by previous re searohl..2. ,a logical design
proeedure·would·be to assume 5016 end restraint for the b$am
design 'and ,75~e.nd re~tra1nt for the connection design. As seen
in Fig. 6, it' the end restraint provided by the connect.ion
varies by 29~ in either dix-ection from tbe assumed 7510, the beam
will not be oV'er ....s~tressedsince the point ofmaxinmmInoment
merely shifts froom. t,lle centerline to the end. It is deemed
unlikely that a prop.erly designed semi-rigid welded connection
would show a decrease of more' than 25% from the 75% assumed. 'Con-
. . . \
trarilYD previous research in~icatesthat actual ,restraints in the
;. "
,range of working loads will be, generally, greater than,75%.
The reader i$ referred to Reference 1, pp 1478 - 1498, alld to
l'JIr. Grover's3 discussion, pp 53 .. 59, on this subject.
Itnowing the deaignmament at the connection, the pull
in the top plate and the thrust in the bottom flange may be
calculated by dividing the moment 9Y the depth of beam. Plate
I
si.ze, welds, etc. are designed in the usual manner remembering
that vleldsmay not be overstressed a.s set up in the A~I~S;G:
Speci.fications.
With theSe ideas in mind let us proceed to design several
top plates for a typical, situation. Then we will analyze these
designs, prediQting res\.1lts, and tension tastthem. From these
results we will predict and then test an actual built-up beam-
, .
column connection.
II. TOP PLATE ,DESIGN. ,: .'.' . '
1. Asaumed typica,l design situation:
15' span and $OK totaldistribl1ted load.
20 ks! a.llowable sttr'ess for full penetration. butt weld:$
and norm.al, vlorking atre'ss forate'al.· '
13,6 kl:i'1 allo~vable sheaI'> :I,n stt:)e). and 9n tbrGa,t of
fillet weld~ (1200#/in. per1lS +nwe1d Sita.)
75?&endrestraint roJ;' conneotion design,. '
pQ% ,end, r'e$traint for beam s.eslgn. '
2. Beam design:
,
M: WL/a - o~5WL/l2 • W'L/12 =.sOXl5/12. 62~5 k-tt
I/o = M/S =,62~5x.l2/20:: 37.50'1:p.3
Most economical section: 14 WF 30 with I/c •. 41.8 inS
Check: S = 62.5 x 12/41.8 :: 17.95 ksi( 20·ksl OK
Web Shearc5~42 .' . :: 6.69 ksl <13.6ksi OK
0.2+ x 13.86
Hence: USE A 14 \VF30 BEAM
,
5~·Plate de8~gn stresses:
M =O~75\!IJ'L/12 =WL/18 :: 50 x 15 x 12/16 :; 582 It-in
Plate design load::: T • M/d ~ 562/14 • 4G~2 k
Note: The actual ?& end restraint ':will b e greatei'tth.ttir
75~ a.pp;roaching a valu..e of around 90%. This, 1s
based on previous resea.rch. Therefore, assume
actual end restraint to b e 9~ t.Qr design ~f
welds, etc.
t ,
Actua,l plate load =Ta C 40.2 ,x r;30/75 • 48.3 k
4. PlATE DESIGN itA tt :
We will ca.ll this the standard wide end 'plate and use
ltas 'a basis foroomparison in this report.
all Requi~e,d pla'te cross-sectional a.rea a.t 75% end restjraint:
4o.~/2o:::: 2'.01 1rl;2 Hence: USE A 5-1/2' x.5/8 alate( 2.()Q in) •
b. Actual streas at working load ass:um.mg 90% restraint;:
20 x '90/76 = 24 ksi
c. Butt weld$ cannot be over.;;st.resseq, hence wld~n$ndof
plate; ~.5· ~e4/20 == 6.6 in:.USE6-5/~ in' '~nd V/idth
d. F~liet weld.s designed ·to earry~ctUB.l lJ.'a er4S'.5k
. ,".,
MaximU1l1 weldsi~e • plate thickness - 1/16 in .(AlSO 24d)
.~/8" plate, ·3./SI; 'bea.m flange, f;J~' us'aS/l6 ft wald at an
l;\1:l:o.....bl~ Of;~6 :It 1200 .. zoQo' #!~n
Requir~d l~n.gtht. 48"~3/3. 1'0.1"
End width of pIabe ~ 5.,S " , ,
Length required per' s:J.~ :1 t:g:f'u .~. USE 5.5 in .
'Note: The maximtlm length o:r:r;ll~t w$'~dQn eaCh s,1qe
.1s usually 'l1m1t,edto O~67t9 'l~OOt1Me$' the
pla.te: width. If necessary, one or !nora slot
, .
welds may .be u,se'c1., See Ref'erence 3. p'54 8: 79.
e. The. unwelded lengthQf. the plate, Lt, is made ~about2o%
g;reat(i)r ':thanthe width to pJ;t·ovidesuffieient· length
,
,
~t plate metal, within which the de$ired deformations
1114:1 oecm-.
1.20 ~ 5.5 ~6.6 in :. USE 7 in
., .
15
f. A gradual' 1!_ransltion from the widened end should be
provided to reduce stress concentrations. A curved
fillet will be used in this design with the radius
approximately equal to the differenee between the
two widths.
R :: 6-3/4 - 5-1/2 ::: 1-,+/4 :. USE 1-1/2, in
It is anticipated that this should.be l!Iatisfactory~
'g. For final' details e,!, Plate Des~gn tJA" see Fig. 7.
In normal shop practice this' plate would b~entire1y
flame out by automatic machines. an econo1l1ical prooess.
5'-~ PLA,T~ DES IGN "atl :
On considerE:\tion of design' fIAtt it will be noted that there
will be a ,tendency toward concehtra'tionofstrease$ at
the end of the fillet, welds • This might reduce .the ",
. ";"\
$:t'fectivenes'$ efthe' red'Q.ced $ection Qf' the plate
foroing it not to aot as desired. INe wish to limit the
. .
zoneo.r deformat1bn and kep,p th,e stress'e,s in the welds .
as low ,as :Poasib1E1.
Hence, for Plite peaign "Bf" it was deoided tb.increase the
width 'ofthe plat~· at tilll. fillet .waldEn! ~nd t~ 6....5/4"
a,lso·proVidinga. curved, transit1<;>n.Nq'caleulation$
. given in Dasign"A tf need to beehanged$xc.eptforth~
lengt~of fi1letweld~ along the side of the plate. '
a.. Fillet welds
Length. requj,red; 16.111 (a·a bef01"'e)
End .width of plate: 6.75 .'
2JT;35'
Length req' d pers.id~511 .'. USE 5.bin.
I
b. For final details of' Plate Design nBusee Ii'1g. 7.
A.utomatic maohine flamecuttlng would a.gain be employed,
and it is anticipated that the relative cost would not
; . '
increase very much above that for design "A".
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6~ PLATE DESIGN fief!:
..~.
It is .questioned whether a simpler design could not be
devised eliminating flame cutting curves, etc. A
reduced section in a plate of standard. width could be
accomplished b~r drilUng holes. Thus the plates could.
be'cut to length by standard flame cutters or metal Saws
(shearing a surface which will be welded is not good
practice due to the localdB.rnage ,to the steel), stacked
in convenient numbers, and placed in a multiple drill.
It is the author's opinion that thiS would be a feasible.
method of fabrication.
For the sake of compB.:J:'isons, maintain the 3/8" plate
thickness 'and 6_3/4" end, \'Vidth.
a. Required plate area at 75% end restraint:
40.2/20 =-·2~01 in2 (as before)
b. So that butt welds will not be ever stressed" area required
at the assumed actual restraint of 90%:
2.01 x 90/75 :: ,2.42 in2 :. USE 6.:r/4 " x 5/8" (2.555 in2 )
~)
(Note: a Sj. x 3/8 - 2.44 ,1,n2 or a 5tX.7/l6 - :a.411n2 .'
would be .b~t'terdesi.gn)
c. Redu~e area to 2.01 inS by drilling one hole t
2~55 - 2.01 • 0.52 .. 3/8' =1.39 :.USE ,i-S/an hole
..
d. Use fillet welds as in de'sign lIB".
e. To provide' Sufficient length' for inducing deformat:ion$ in
the reduced area try three holes spaced longitudinally
at 2x diameter, minimum. Make the end di.stanoe from.
, ,
the center of the endh6le to the butt weld or end of
fillet weld slightly greater than j-the plate width
I •
allowing for the common 450 'yield line assumption.
0.6 x 6-3/4 = 4.05 :. USE 1:.0 in
2 x d = 2 x 1-3/8 = 2-3/4 in between centers of holes.
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f. For final details of Plate Design lie" see F!g. 7.
The ideal for this design would be a. slot in the 'center Of
of the plate, however,. this would be baslcly the'same
as design "B ft • Also, it is felt that ~ultiPle drilled
holes possibly would be easier to fabricate tmn the
slot, and, if proper design ca~ be developed, just as
effe.ctiva'.
7. General comments on the plate designs>a[)oy~.
A 14 wF30 beam was picked for this particular situation.
The flange vddth of this beam is 6-3/4 rl which will, not f.nfluence
the width of the butt welded end of the p1.ate Which 1$ limited
by the column dimen,sions only. Howevar, .in the case of De~ign$
"B" and "e tt , the ,fillet welded end of the plate is 6",,3!4 U and it
ls obvious that this will not fit on the above beam 'section. As
mentioned. befol?e though, this plate' dimension 'Was usee. to mainta.in
, .
similar dir.1ens.ions for all design$ for cQ,mpa:rison of: the :res.u~ts
of the tension tests, part'icularly the relative actions 'or"the
plateso
For ,the built up beam-column te~ts, as in actual pract.ive,
the thickness or the pIa'te wpuld be varied as nece·sstil.ry to Provide
the properpL~te width as limited by the column dimensions and the
beam flange w~dth.
,
It should be !ue'ntioned that in design oonnnon
standard plate thicknesses and wid·ths would be chc>sen wherever
possible.
III. SEAT DESIGN
I
standa~dization of details and tabulation are a blessing to
the designer in saving time~ etc. Mr. Grover3 has presented a
complete tabulation of IIStandardized Welded ConnectioXls ft whioh have
a variety o:f uses. The table/s include allowa.ble loads tOl" a.ll
oommon beam sizes for various spans, the defle~tion~ resulting, a.nd
I ' /,
£)~\SISN
OeSIGN
(/.2W",,/A.)
-R-/:...L"
(Rx;h7;")
t ,
P~AT£
--1-1--- ----
'.
4'"
I
P~ArE 'OESIGN Ne"
<' /. ~" / //
<../cC:l/e·' v = /-0 ' .1101'6'..5".' £S- 7b be#o.me ca-r Or Saw/?
~ or IEs .:10 be pa/?:?//;;'/ -;fo -The
c:t/recT/on or ~///hg /n /77///.
F/G:?
~
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1. Beam sime I 14 WF 30
Total distributed load: 50k
2 ~ Eriter table on page 18'7, Ref. 3" with IIIbove data:
Double angle conneotion R9
. Seat angle connection 363
T seat connection 3A8
. ~.
3. ,Some method mus'\:; be provided to c.arry. the ·t~st 1nth$. bQttcin
fla.nge 'of the 1:?ea.m ~Which corresponds to ,the tension' in the
top' plate) futo thecohunn. HenQe. a seat tYP~c0nneotion
must be us.ad. The thrust may be transmii1t.ed by, fillet welds
along the, .flange edges to an ·axt$);ded,outstand;I.ng ,leg, 6f the'
. ' ,
seat or by filling the. gap between the en,d' of the flalige
and'the colurn,n With a aquare oott we14.:· T~e former will
usually en~ail a bu;tl.t up T s'eat with a..very long0':lt,standing
leg. T's. are usually undeslre~ble in building construction
beCause the vertical stiffening leg interf'ere$ with the
interior wall liO$,eto. AlSO, thaseat angle will usually
I •
be simple:r;- to fabricate in both'the shop and the field. This
1s what We will use here.
4. USE e.' 363 seat (see Fig. 8 for details) With a. ~qtiare butt
weld betw.een .the end of the beam f'lahge and the ·cb:l:tnnn.
If this butt weld is carefully placed ltshould be as strong
as the beam as far as carrying the I thrust.
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,STANDARD . 365 . SEAT DETAIL
Because of availability, it vias decided to use ~ 8 WF
<,lOlumn section in the test·s. It v:ras also decided t<1> make the
r
, I
connection to the :flanges of the column, using sti.ffeners ~qu.al
in size' to th~ beam .fla,nges and placed betwaen the eoltmm flang6$,
where it would ba more readily accessible for ohservance .during
t~sti~ and tor picture taking.
\.,
IV~ GENERAL COMMENTS ON DESIGN
*' ¥
The design pJ;'ocedUl18 hera outlined is, in this author's
opinion, a fea£ible and e:eonomic.alone. The calculations given
in thi's paper a~e, ofcour,se, expanded for completeness. and, in
I
a. design ofrica, cQuld be simplified ~ ~ood deal.
Asean be rea.dily seen. all the,welds are eoonomically
positioned. The sea.t angle would have,fla.t or horizontal fillet
vlelds in the shop. The top plate \'lOuld"have flaj; fillet and butt-
welds, easily a.ccessible to a welder sitting on the beam, in the
,
,
field. Likewise, the sqUare butt weld ,on the bottom flange would
be;) in a. flat position and ~eadily accessible. The only work to be
done on the beam itSelf' would be the punching of the erec'tion bolt
holes .unless srnne other method of erection is devised.
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V~ DESIGN CHECK
.
It is possible to checl{ the ca.pacity of' this connection
b·y using the theory p:resent,ed and fC?rmulas de~i"lted by Profess9.r
. ,
Jensen. aJ,'ld included in the appendix, of this paper. Time. will not
be taken to repeat·these derivations here. "Formula.s used will be
referred to the appendix. by number'S oor-res.ponding to those used by
Professor Jensen•.
1. Predioted'~%end restraint assuming rotation about the bottom:
%R - 100 A x d2 x L -----... (6)
- 2 IL' ...A x ?J.2 xL
90.~ (piv<?t' @mld-d~pth)=
~fhere: A 2.061n2
L 15 x].2' '180 '-n
Lt 7 in '
d 14 in
I 289.6 tn' for a 14WF 30;
%H =~:~(~£~:g1) (~34~22~~O(14)~ (180')
. = ~ggo(~2~~~~6~ =" 94~e~ {pivot @ 'P.Qi1t'om)
2. Predicted %,end restraint assPIhlngrotationa.bout mid d.epth: '
%R' =100 A x dfx ~, " ---- (7)
, 4 I IIi + A x ". L
~J" "
. _ 100 (72~eOO)
", - 8100 + 9J.8~)(5
~. hedicte,d npiastio Moment":
, Pla3tio "Moment - Mn :10 33. Ad --,----(8a)
Assuming 3'5 kai":: stress at yield. P91p.t
Mp - 53 (2.06) (14) ::: '95~/12 :It 79.4K...rt
"
4. Construct· 'a, Moment- .Rotation Curve using the, above data'.
For the '''Beam Line": flvr :: WL/J.2 ,50X~5i12 62~5 K-ft
. . g :: 0 (fu.;tlY fixe d .end.)
1M =0 (fully ~ee 'end) ~
Q : ~f~ ~ ~/~i5~~~Iit;:e~t3o~~o6 x 2139~6
- 7.78. x 10· radianJ,:;, .
See next page for M... g Curveconstructedfrpm De's~ .assumptions.
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Fig. 9
M - Q Curve Predicte~ from D6~isn Data
One c:riter;1on'to check is the,loication of 'the' intersection
of the predicted curve \"1ith the 5010 end restraint l1ne. If this
interse,ction falls to the right of the "Beam Line'u for tWQ times
i
the 'designrequireinents • it indicates th~t the beam. 1s m~re like 1.y ,
, ,
to fail before the connection material does. At any 'rate the above
curves indicate that we hav,e designed. a fairly c,onse'rvative semi-
rigid connection which will provide ,50 ~end restra.int (the' aSsumed
.design condition for the' beam) at more than twice the beam design
requirements. The pla.tes were designed to carry a moment of 562
(},
k-in or 46~9 K-ft and their indicated capacity is some 79.4 K-f't.
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In other words, the connection h~s a reserve c~pacity of-32.5 K-ft •
.This reserve capacity may be utilized to carry wind momertts if
desired. Actually, the reserve will not be so great since the
connection is actually providing some 90% restraint carrying a
carre'sponding moment of 46.9 x 90/75: 56.2 K-ft. :.Thl$ still
provides a reserve of 23.2 K-ft, Which lna.y be ,sufficient to c~rry
wind design moments. In actuality, the yield stres,s in steel as
it is manufacttwed is mor~ like~y to be on the ovder of 36 to 37
ksi instead of the 33ksi that.we assumed in this design.,
It Should be :noted here that there has been some 'confusion
in the pa,st in using the syrnbbls Q and ¢ to stand for the connec't.,.on
rotation. I is more commonly associated with discussion of beam
Properties such as M/EI, and it is felt that adietinction should
be made between the two use.s. Henc-e. Q vlill be used·:tn this report
to stand for end rot,S'ltion on the beam with respect ·to the column
expre,ssed ~n ra.dians.
I
We have noV{ gone t,:b,rough a rather complete design procedure
for a welded semi-rigid hearn-column connection. The rest of the
vlOrk includEld here will be concerned with i testing procedure:s and
resulta for connections of this type. In particular. we will w:t.sh
.. to establish an actual M-;."" Q Curve' for this connection as designe.d
by test and compare it with that predicted.
TENSION TESTS OF THE PLATES
As ment:ionedearlier in this paper, one of our Objects
is to investigate' the possibi;tity of predicting the nctual connection
action (constructine; a M - GCurve. etc.) by the results of a
tens1:on test on the plate aloM.If this is pO$slble, the expense
of the built up specimen oan be practically eliJninated in future
work.
Consequently, it was deemed desireable to adhere to the
follwing two criterion, in setting up the tension test spec~en:
1. The tension test specimen (the'topplate) must be.
mounted in such a Vlay as to dllplicatethe situation
in the actual connection as closelyas,pos8ibl~.
2. The, te,sting "rig" shouia be deftlgned in$uoh a way
as to p~rmit r~lPea ted usa.ge in .future tensiOn teats •
With. these criterion in mind13.nd a. glance back at Fig. 3,
Typical T.C>p Plate and Seat Beam-Column Conn~ctioti~' the problems'
encountered 'J1!B'y be vlsua llzed. One of the main concerns was to
:j
duplieate the eccentric loading on the. plate caused by the .fillet
Welding. It was decided to use 'two duplicate plates in e.acht$.'St
..
assemblf whi()h woulq. p'e:i'mi t. close duplication of t_he actual con-
ditions. It was i'elt tha;t'it care was taken· in fabrIcation and
asse;,mbly, the' two plates should sha.reeqUAlly in ca.rry1!1gthe, t~st
load and a plot of the average.load vs. the average elongation .
. "
would closely approximate a similar curve .for each pla.·t·e indl~l'y.
The final design of the test set-up. is' ,s:h.own in' Fig. 10,
page 25.
Fig. 11" page 26, is aphotQgraph of the. test set-up in
theSOO.OOO/l hydra~lic testing machine in Fritz Engineet"ing, Jjlb-
oratory at Lehigh'University.
TENSION TEST SETVP
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General-View of the Tension Test set-up 1n
the 300.000# Hydraulic Testing IaGhine in
Fritz Engineering Laboratory at Lehigh U.
FiB_ II
Standard gage points ere placed alon the center-line ot
the p_te at au Intervals starting at a point i from the butt
aIded end of the plate. A 2" Berry gage was used to determine
the relative strains at various points along the plate. and a IOn
'Ih1ttemore gage as used on the first 10" of the plate starting at
the butt welded end. ~ en the Whittemore gage rent out of range.
a direct reading 10" dial gage was substituted. The dill1 gage shown
in Fig. 11 as used to estimate the strain increments when in the
plastic zone. determining when readings of the strain ga a should
be taken.
The welders were 1nstructed to do alleldlng of the plate
to the mounting units just as they would do in the field. The
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weldel'"' was fully experienced. A 5/32 1t E 6012 electrode was used
for the' first pass of the butt weld and there~~iningwelding was
done With E '6020 electrodes. Straight polarity (the elctrode
pOSitive) was used throughout.
The results obtained from three standard ASTM Designation
E8-46 8" gage length c.oupon tests vtre typical for steel. The
,average "lowlJr lt yield stress was 37.5 kai and the proportional
limit about 33.8 ksi. The modulus of elasticity was 29,500 ks!,
ultimate stress - 56.3 kai. and the breaking stress - 46,1 ks!.
The coupons were cut from a piece of the sam~s'.teel:plate used. for>
the top plates with their center-l:t:nes parallel to the direction of
I
rolling as required. for the top plates.
I
It wasa.nticipated that all three spe¢inlens vtould follow
. the coupon curve rather clos~ly'. However. plate design 'itA" would
probably vary trom the typicalst{raight 11n~ in the elastic zone
at a point below the expected proportion..9.1 limit dtte to the high.
concentrations of streSlS at the ends. of the fillet welds.which may
tend to induce premature yielding. All the te:q.sion tests were run
at as slow a speed as practical.
The re$ults of the tension testsef Plate Designs liA n and
o"BII are shewn in Figs. 12 and 15,- pp 28 and 29•.. It vlill be noted
from these load-elorigation curves that the results of the- plate
tension tests followed. the curve predict€,'d from the coupon test
. rather closely. HO\'1ever. there' are several points of interest
which will be described :here. .Due to insufficient time available
to this authorl~ vvas impossible to test, Plate Design I1C" as
preViously proposed.
In the tests of Plate Design "AU the following things
should ,be noted. Through'dUt the elasti~ zone one of the plates
(we will call i,t plate #1) showed twice as much strain as the other.
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Once plate #1 started' yielding it appeared to ca~ry all of the
load until the p:tastic zone was reached. At this point plate #2
yielded qui.te quickly and. went through the initial plastic Zone
rapidly until it If caught up" with plate #1 which appeared to ·be
, \
m<:>I"e or less idl~. From this point on the two pIa.tea seemed ·to
. .. .. ;
/
act as a 'unit sharing the load almost eq'Ut;:'1.lly.
There could be s6'vera.lcauses for thi~ phenQm~noB. The
, .
plates could have been of different·oross-sectional areas, but
they weJ;>e measured. and found to be almost identical. It was finally
determined that most .of the troUble wa$ ,d'lle to bad fitting pri¢>r to
welding. Lookipg'at Fig. 10. P.gS" it' is $een that the plateS
a.~a not parallel t~ theaenter line l,n the edge v1ew. Thi~dev1at10n
is due to. the baekiup plates:for the butt weld. The s:pecimen,yf;aS
.'
fabricate9- :in a flat' pos'itton and fitted With thi$ deviatton ,a~ it
should",be. However, wb,en the welder placed the fillet weld ,on th,$
first plate the contraction of' the colling wa14 Pulled the mounting
unit :surfac~upagairt$t t,be bottQm. o,r. th:~: pla t'e., . CopSequently,· th.
o • -. • ' .•
other plat~ended up w1~h tWice the 'deviation that 1tShOu:ld have., _
. ' \'
T:h.$ .'ne·t re~·i.:llt, i$ that thlaesn:tet l'1n,es' Qf . the· two mountt~$lts 'I,
di~ not line up~nd made ananglewithea.ch o.there Tp.us,,' as the
test vrasstarte,d. the mounting 'ttnitsattempt-e,d to stra1ght~nout
putting more 16ad into one plate tha,n the other.·
'ThiS',badfeature Vltlselimirtated in the tabricationot
. '>'/:" '""..' ','.., -", " - ( .
Plate De·sigb. i UB" by 'the. use of wedges 'to ho'l'a the m,ounting unit
. and the·~wo.test plates in proper relation to each other during'
t:q.e' we Iding.
Even with this Phe.nomenon, the. rlJ,ax.imuril strain increment
between theoUI'ves foI' the two plates was only about equal to their
average strain; and it is felt that the ourve resulting fpom
taking the average of the two plates still is close to that which
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w~lldbe theoretically obtained for each plat~ alone.
"
As predicted; the proportionalrlimit was somewhat'lower
than that for ~he coupon tests. The 'first yield line~ appeared
oin the region of the ends of the fillet welds at the typical 45
angle. They proceeded from this point upward towar.d the butt
welded end of thepaate. Prior to failure g considerable necking
down was noticed at the end of the fillet welds. All this shows
that the stress concentrations· In that region were real and followed
our predictions.
Initial failure occured in the butt \If.eId on plate #2 and
was \"lholely u,npredicted. It WaS felt that the welds would prove
to be strcbnger than the plate material. The ree-S(m for thi's fa'ilur&
'soon became evident. The butt wel.d waS' complete!$' lacldng in
penet~ation. the weld metal coming to within 1/8" plus c;;fth~,
, ba.c1t up strip. The author watched the we,ldbeing made and felt
at the time that it was, a good wsld ll however, it p'roved otherw1'se.
f1 The weld \vas specifie<;l as a 4S0butt folloWing normal
1 ., .
standard;a, apd .the welder was told, to p.4ce the plate w:Lth the ~6&t
" gap' that he \"{ould use in the field. H;E> used a l/Sit, ro'ot gap.' The
,.
end of.' the plate' was shaped, as at-own in Fig. ~4 below, baving a
square end. ' To try to Qorrect this s1tlUttion when welding plate,
: '
nB,r, the plate was tape~ed to a point and B. $/16 tl to' 1/411 X'oot
'ga.p specifie'd. This ;$eemed to, do the "'tr1ok . since there was no'
sign of failure in the butt weld
Fig. 14
Showing the details of the ends of the plates.
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Ai'ter the failure by tearing in the butt '/1eld on plate
#2, the test was continued and 1'1 te #1 tore on a line acros the
ends of th~ fillet welds as. initi 1 yield and necking down indioated
it would do. Its butt 1eld did not ahow si~s of failin due to
.
the fact that it had considerable reinforcement. Ho ever, it
latex- found that it l3.cked in penetration by about the s me amount
c
as that on· plate #2. Fig. 15, below, is a pi~ure showing the t 0
f ilures described above. The f~ilure in Plate #1 as typically
ductile.
Failures in Plate Design "A lf
Phte #1 on the right
Fig. 15
PJ.ate design "Btl, unlike "A If , sho~ ad first s1 s of yielding
in the mid-re ion of the reduced section, and it asn't until quit
late in the test that yield lines began to appear near either of the
~elds. This indicated t~~t the stress concentrations were very
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e~~ectlvely reduced as w s desired in making the design diffe~ent
~rom that for plate !fAil. The initial yield lines are shown in
Fig. 16. below. and the initial ~ailure is ~hown in Fig. 17. The
t~o plates foll~led each other very closely throughout the test and
failure commenced in both almost simultaneously. The failures were
ductilo tears in the plates at the ends of the curved fillets lead-
ing into , the reduce~ section of the paate. As can be see in Fig.
17. tears occured at both the upper and lower ends of the reduced
section•
•
. .,
' .
..,
1-
Initial Yield Lines in Plate
De ign IrB"
Fig. 1.6
Initial Failures in .Plate
Desl "Blf
·Pig. 17
It ill be noticed in Figs. 12 and 13 that the curve for
Plate Desl n IIB tt indicates a slightly higher yield stress than that
. • for "A If. This ia due probably to the inherent characteristics of
tho steel itsel.f although. plate d~siGn ItB' bad a ali htly reater
• croas-sectional area •
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The results of -the 2T1 Berry gage readings proved to be so
erratic that they will not be presented-here.Th~human element
plays ,too important a part in the use of Berry gages in a situati9n
'h,' ' ' .
.such as this ~er~ many different 'X"eadingsare obtained with one
gage. Generally speaking. however. the Bern'gage readings did
c,onfirm the facts indica'ted 'by the yield l'ines as to what 'parts
of the ph"ttes "IIvere yie~ding mostfete.
Several important conclusions may be dr-awn from the
tension tests an<i their set-up : '
1.' Careful fitting 'and welding is essential. U$e of
wedges' i.3 reCcomraended in the fitting operation. For the butt
weld it' is recco:mnended that the plate be tapered ,to·a point and.
a ,3/16u to 1/4" root gap be used.•.
2. If the above is' followed, the .averag~ .curve 9bta1ned
from the test will closely approxims.te the -'curves tor the' individ- -
u.e. ;l. pIe.tes. -
3. Plate Design "Bft appea.r's to elinlinate most, of thE:)
stress CGn~entra.ti'onproblems en,co1.nltere'd in Design nAn. It
might be deemed wis;e, to increase the radius' of the curved fillets
somevlhB.t •
4. Espeyial. care must be. used, to obtai,tlratid-naJ.. result·s
from ,the 2 ft Berry'g·ages. It, is' suggested, that. it might ''beeasi'er
ana. more accurate to use several SR-4: gages instead if the information
is deemed necessary or desireable.
All in all the tests proyed to be eas;rto rtID' and easy
to interpret. Excluding 'the initial cost or fabricating the
'nrounting units,' the tests should prove to be economical to fabricate
and run.
As to the adaptability of the tension. tests to predicting
the M - g Curve, we are now concerned. The next pa;rt of this
program will show theresultso
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TEST OF A BUILT UP BEA.M-caLID-om CONNECTION';'
I "
,"-
Due to the timefaotor involved, the de~ign$ of the
tension specimens and the be~m-cplumn cormection specimen had to
be submitted at the same time. It wa,s decided to use Plate
DesigntlA fI in the connection speciIl1en since th~t'esUlts,of'the
tension tes'ts,which indicated that Design"BfI might be better,
were not avai~ble as yet. However, our ba$io point, the prediot~on
of the M - Q cuxove from'the tension test results, should_ still be
able to be proven i:rregardless of the topp~te deSign used.
A predicted M - 9 curve 1s easy to derive from the resultS
of the tension tsetse It will be rememl;>ered tromthe sectionot
thi,s report on design that the tension in the plate is afun;6tion
oftl:le moment on the connection and the ~lQ;nga,t:ton in the plate
I ,
. is a. function o-f the 'b'eamend rotation', Q•. It oan be read.11yseen -"-
that the moment may be obt':iined by rnultiplY1ng; 'the tension indioated
in the plate by th,ebeam depth. and the' rotation obtain.ad by'
dividing the cOrresponding elongation by 'the beam depth. The
resulting values. may ~e plotted as' a pred5.,oted 6w:"ve on the M ... G
'. '; .
diagram as shown in F1g.~5 as part of the re-sultsof this test.
Details of the' specimen design ar~" shown in Fig. 18. page
,3e e Vfueraver possible, shop a.nd fl,eld practices were duplicated,
I
both in fabrication and welding•. TMW~lding of' ~he'top plates
follbwed the proc'edure used 'for Plate Design uB If in the tension
testS. As would be done. in the shoP.' the seat angles were positio.n
welded. 'The square butt VI,ald at the bottom ,or the beam was placed
in a flat position as it would be in the field. The erection bolts
~ were included in the specimen to see if they would have any effect ,
on the connection eventhough this possibility ,was doubted.
, .
The reaction loads in the test were pla~ed atS '._1" 'from the
. ',center line of the column which was the approximate inflection points
for the beam vdth 90% end restra'int.
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tailor the ~elds on the Top
Plate of the BBam-Column Connection
. Test Specimen
Fig. 19
-"4
_J
Detail 'of the Seat, Stiffener. and Welding
of the Beam-Column Test Spectmen
Fig. 20
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Figs. 19 and 20 on the previous, page show some of the
details o·f the top I?l.ate' and the seat of the test specimen.
Rotation bars were. plac,ed as indicated in Fig. ;L8, page
36, with the dista.nce .between their legs being 12" in all eases.
Round bars were'used .for the legs which were spot Welded to the
beam (and column) web, the weld being on the side qr' the leg
'toward ~he center line of the beam in all caseS. Light,angle
sections viera welded: to the legs and were about 24 11 long, providing
ample room f'or varioation of' the distance between dial gages.
The gage~were mounted on bars welded to therotatio~ bar$ were
necessary to .span a considerable distance, and other gages were
attached. directly to the rotation bars.
A 'dial gage\'1as mourite·d on each top plate with a gage.
length 'of lOU from the column 'flange. ,These gt~.ges were used
primarily. to Qheck the results of the elongation ill the plate
for comparison With the tension test results. A running plQt
was kept.
In addition, a Huggenberge~ gage waS mounted on the top
";
, and bottom flanges of the beam at. a point ten in~hes from the sup-
port. These gages 'were used 'to check the actual bending moment
in the beam against the aSsmned bending moment for a particular
load on the specimen.
As was done in previous research. the'specimen was tested
I
upfil·lde down to facilita.te the use of tIle availa1:)l~ testin.g machine.
Fig. 18 shows the set up .for te.sting in theo.oO,odO# machine,.used
for the tension tests, which would have req'ulredthe ba$e beam as
shown. However, the test \vas, act1.l.ally run in the 890,.000# meohan1.ca 1
testing ma.chin~. the bed of which was long enough tio aocomodate
the specimen without using abase beam.
Fig. 21 on the next page shows the specimen as it waS
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in position in the 800,000# machine ready for testing.
l
The Beam-Column Connection Test Specimen
as it appeared in the 800,000# machine at
Fritz ineering Laboratory
Fig. 21
As before, the teat ~as run at a slow a speed as pract-
ical. Throughout the elastic r nge readi s ere taken at pre-
determined load increments. In the plastic range, readings were
taken at predete ined strain increments as indicated by the
elongation dial gages on the top plates. This method proved to be
very satisfactory and provided ample points to plot a good curve.
Elongation in the top plate vs. tho load was plotted as the test
proceeded and netted a curve in very close agreement with one
interpolated from the results of the tension test data. ,The results
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of the Huggenberger gage readings indicated that the actual
moment in the ibeam W'QS in very elose agr&Em1entwith 'themo!fl.ent
pi"edicted from the test set up and lO8.,ding.
One question was ra.is,ed' conc~rningthe interpretation
of the results. This question was what shoul·a be considered the
rotation of the conneotion. It will be noted from Figs. 18 and 21 .
that rotation bars were pla.ceq. tp'measure the rotation between the
column f1a~e5_ betw~en the end, of' the beam and the C:Qtumn~ between
\ r ...
thetWc ends of the top pla,te, 'and between tWQ points beyond the top
pla.te. Fig. 22, below, will help to ,cla,'rify this disCu.s',s1on.
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-#0/ I Bar:#'4 ,
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.. ~~. 04 ~
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~h7.n ., Bean? \~
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l.. I\.J~~6r
'to: i4 ..
lLc / . /,;.-. '---~_ .. LS~i:17" .....
. :riiui.i~vati0n Sho~i~ ~'he loa.o~tioriGf, se.varal of' th~
Rotation Bars and the relativ~ ~'otatlonsthat they
:i.ndicllfted. - :
Fig.2~
It is logica.l t'o assume thattheconnect'ion rotation 1:$
the sum ()f the rote. tiorl$ indicated. by barS ·#2 and #4· minus Einy
.
rotati,on which may occur b~tVJ.een the oolumn flanges, bal:' 110.. In
our caSe the' rotati~n indicatedoy ~ar #0 VIas ~negl:tg1ble' and had
no influenc~ on the connection rotation. It. will be noted in the
01---
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illustration that bar #4, will indicate rotation in' the beam itself
plUfl pO$sible rotation due to the connection. ' The beam rotation
.
can be computed for, any loading by ~. ~ (1) = M l/EI. where ~is
I the rotation in r~dians. ~ is the unit rotation throughout the area
enclosed by the bars #4, 1 is the distance between the bars (14" in
this case), M is the average moment on the section for which ~ ia
determined, and EI is a property of the beam itself. This cal-
culation is based on a beam assumed fixed at the end and the normal
,concepts of unit rotations and M/EI. Thus the rotation due to the
connection will be the rotation indicated by the rotation ba~ #4
minus the rotation normally expected .in the beam itself if 'it were
fully fixed at the ehd,~. These clllculations were rim for many
.points throughout the test range and thefo~lowing 1,nteresting fact
'v'1as noted. In all caSeS the rotation indicated by bar #4 WaS equal
,to that calculated for the beam itself' and. therefore, the entire
connection rotation Vias i~dic.e-ted by b~r #2, as would no.rmally
be assumed before making inve.stigations into the' M/EI, etc. In
effect this means thAt the connection was as strong as the beam \~
itself in this respect.
The results of the test are plotted ~n theM - Q, F~g. 23
on the next page. It will be noted that the curvE? is superimposed
on the curves predicted by design assumptions and the results of'
the tension test on Plate Design "A". The curve plotted ,from ~he
results of the beam-colunm connection test is the average curve
for the two connections whichappearea1;;ofollow each other ra.t,her
closely throughout the test.
It is-interesting to note the close agreement between the
various predicted cu.rves and the,results of the connection test.
The devia,ti0n of the curve predicted from the tension test may be
I
cause<;l in part by the ,trouble that was encounteJi!red during that test.
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Yielding and failure iil the top' plate was ,i<tentioalwith
that in plate #1 in the tension test. Initial yield occured in
the region of the ends of the fillet ':lelds and proceeded :Crom' that
point toward the center of' the plate o There was no signor stress
concentration or yielding in the butt weld zone. The fina,l fa:i.lure
was by tearing across the plate on a line between the end.s of the
fil~et welds. It was or a ductile nature.
'Th~ first, yield lines to appear in the -test were in the
web of the beam jus't above the bottom,flange ,starting near tl1.~
butt v/eld. However" this remained a sing,le 11ne and progressed
very slowly until near the end of the test. It was not felt that
this had, any influence on the test at 0.110 As waS menti~ned before,
the rotation bars indicated that normally throughout this-monee
A short while before failure in the top plate, the bottom flange
of' the beam began to Shows igns of severe bending over th~' end of
the outstanding leg of the angle. This did not occur until the
test was out' of the range of usefullness for the top plate.
Fig. 24·01\ the next pag~shows a closer-up view of th$
failure in the top plate and, the yielding in the bo,ttom -flange and
, web of the beam. Fig.25, also on the next page, is a. ge,nere.l
picture of the beaJ1l..coluro.n connection as it appeared after the·test
was completed.
In connection with the 1.1- ... Q curve, Fig. 25 on, the pre~eding
, '
page, it Should be noted that the curve continued for a. considerabte
dlstanc~ beyond the limits of the plot sho'V'lrt. _When the rota. tion
1;>ars were removed from the Specimen they indicated a rotation of'
some 24 x 10-3 radianS. or almost double the maximum shown on the
M ... G curve, at a moment of 113 K...ft. The ultimate moment was
116 K-ft and the predicted ult1m.a.te rotation' from' the 'tension test
ViaS 43 x 1.0-5r a-dians. This part of the curve Was not included here
rL---,---.-_~_-----_~-.-J
Close-up Vie of the fa.ilure -in the top
p le.te and the yie1ding in the region of
the s at ngl
Fig. 24
General view of the test specimen after the
cQ~pletion of the test
Fig. 25
II ,
Note that the 111 - Q curve"indicates that the connection
was still providing the minimum 50% end restraint beyond the
"Beam Line" for three times the design requirements". and provided
more than 75% end restraint at the lIBeam Line" for two times the
design requirements.
It was interesting to note tha.t the center of rotation
did not t'emain constant throughout the teat. Fig. 26 on the next
page is a plot of the ~ of beam depf;h from the bottom to the
center of rotation vs.' Q. the conneotion rO.tation. This curve
indicates that during the initial rotation the cen~er moves upward
from the pott?ffi flange as it beginS to deform, sharing more of the
load with the top plate at each increment of' loading. However,
once yielding in the top plate starts its elongation far' e-xoseds
thE> cont~action possible in the bot'tom flange and the center
nlov~a downward again.
Se"ITeralconolusions mAY be drawn from the results of this'
test:
1. The top plate will performsiml1arly :to the ,va.y it
does in the tension test,
2. The oonnection rotation i'or,this particula,r design
seems to be indicated entirly by the rotation bare ~eas'lJ.Iitng··;
thet'otat10n betwe€ln the co'lumn and the end of the beam,
3. Stit.fenez-s., seleotedascomptlrable ,in s'il!iet6 the, beam.
i'iange ar.e sui'f16ient to eliminate de f.or11la t i¢ns in the cohnnn.
4. The seat designed as shown prQved to be entiX'ely.
, '." ,.,;",;
adequate and rna~r he said to be $omewhat too stiff Since the b~am;
flange \"las. caused to ben9- over it in the late~ stages of the te.st.
Ofcourse there are' other points of a more minor :pa.ture
Which could be thought of at this point.
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COMMENTS
Again the reader is reminded that the work done for thi,s
report and the tests described herein are pl:'irilarily Gfla pi1.o.t
nature for'future resen~eh. Naturall'y before any definite con-
clusions are drawn, considerably more test~ need to be run and
interpolated. In research it is impossible to derive. fOrJ!lulate,
-
and state indicated facts from the results of a: few tests sueh
as those that I have had the opportunity tot-un. 'Consequently,
the following statements are only indicatio~s of the facts which
mayor may not be proven by further research on the subject.
Indications are that the beam-column cOIll1.sction action
may be predicted i'rom the results of the tension tests on the top
.'
p1a.t~so It must be remembered. howE)ver, t118.'\; the results of thea,s
tests seem to prove this for' onJ.y one design. But it;' is felt 'that
withf'tuother tests for comparisons,as done here,a. method of
predic,t:tng the connection action m,ay be dev.ised.
The tests reported here do indic~te the adequaoyof the
. '"design procedure as outline earlier in the paper. There are
I
several points on Which t~e designer should be c·autioned. Care
I
must be taken in specifying the welds tg b~ used, pa~ticularlythe
butt "weld. Also, it seems- that the plate vtj.dened at bothands,'
Plate Design riB lf • may prove to be a more desirea.ble design. The
author regrets that he did not ha.vesUf.ficient time to' test Plata
Design Il'C lf as it viould be interesting to compare the results.
The design method for the seat seems to be more than ad...'
equate. Actually, there is some question as to 'whether asea.t
With an outstanding leg which is les's stiff \V9uld not be more
desireable.
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"To sum up, it appears that we have a design procedure that
proves to be more than adequate in all respects. Secondly, it
looks as if'a. tension test, carefully fabricated, of the plate
design will be sufficient to, predict the connection action in
the future. As mentioned before, if this is proven, considerable
time, effort, trouble, and cost may be elirninated in future research.
\
It will be interesting to see how the results o~ furthel:'
research compal:'e with those indicated' by the few test's described
in this pap~r., It will be particularly interesting to note the
, -
resulteo!' tests on the more radical de-signa for, the top plates'
a.s described in the sa¢tion on theory.
Beam-Column COnnections e.rethe elESmentson'which all
structures depepd. Can we design then moree~'ficieI?-tlYimore·
economically, and more rationally? ThroUgh wei-ding?
, ,
~'
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Bo Second assumption: C~a~ where rotation takea pl&ce about
mid=height of beam9 which 16 apP~oxlmately the case forheavy top' pl&t0~o
I,
A
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II. Determination of 'Per C@nt R~at~~1nt
A~ Baalc Equ~tlone Regardl@B~ of C@nter of RQt~tlon of End
of B<8tllDo
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Co Second Assumption: Rota.tion about Mid...He1ght 9 Co
As for (B) but stlbatitut1n.g value ,of S from equation (4)
2' "(R :; 1200 Ad.~C-_,-l*=""'"2"'\
WL , 12 [4ILU1"': Ad L 1
Whence ~R: 100 Ad2~ (1)4II:v1> 'A L '
III.,. Estimate of End Moment when Plaetlc Action Bfjglns~
'On ,the assumption th~t the top plate yields at 33 k~1 and
~e8ponde ~8 a unl~ay.ial1Y etressed membero the plastic action
w111 begin when tho'end moment is Td, where T la glven by
ASyoPo (SYoPo belngthe 8t~ea~ at y1~ld point)
Therefore Moment ~ AdSyepo (8)
When SYoPo~ 33 ka16
Plastio Moment ~ 33 Ad (in k1p=lnehea) (8a)
,
, APPLICATIONS
* i$o * * * *
Io Des1gn Top Plate for 1411WF"'3011 15~epan, Total Distributed
Load ::. 50 kips.
Ao Additional Design Assumpt1on: S in Top Plate to be
Designed for 20 kat at Working Load.. LO lji 111
WL 2IL'By (2a)(rotatlon about base) A ~i'2dS, -Ci2L
Whence A ~ 2056 sqo ino
By (4a)(rotat1on about mld-ht .. )
A:WL ~~ffiS - dL
Whence A ~ 2044 sq. in ..
Use plate 5"x 1/2" (actual A ~ 2.50 aqo lna)
ITo find actual %restraint in 01aetlc range use
formulas (6) & (1)
%R (rotation about base) ~ 9506 %
%R (" " mld~hto) ~ 9105 %
To find yield-point moment:
By (8a) Moment ~ 33 x 2 0 5 x 14 ~ 1151 klp=lneh~e
& CM-~,~e w.ll ".,&oub~(~ be o.bS"e
For 1;4-4' CUi've plot aee Figo 4" ~he ehaded areEi t}.bOV~
line AS indicates that th$ actua1Atop plate will proD=
ably have a yleld~polnt ~treaa abovs 3; ks1 and e further 0
the top pl&te 10 BubJected to complex etre~aeeo= probably
triaxial etresBes in some reglon8e and'certainly stresD
concentrations in otherSl, &nd w111 not yleld·alJ a uni .....
axially ~tr~eo~d membera If the tr1~~i~1 etr~~~ con~
Clition 18 cona1deredpredomlnant the yield liuilj '~;111
not be level a8 AB but will probably be a curved 11u0
above AB Q .
At the present time it l's 8,dm1tt~d that the prediction
or the aet10n ot the top plat~ in the pla0tlc range!
including the breaking point~ h~8 not ~aen mastered"
The design of·the welds at the ends of the top plate 18
&~comp11shed as fol1owso At the connection to the col~.
umn use a 100% quality butt weld as It w11l be stressed
to 20 ka1 at working load o At the beam end use fillet
weld8 s wlth or w~thout slot welds o tQ carry a tenalon of
20 x 5 x 1/2 ~ 50 kipso
Bo Same 14r'WP""30 oect ... , but Design Top Plate on the Arbltary
Basis of 75% of Full Restraint and at, a Unit stress of
20 Kelt>
75% of WI~/12 ~ WL!16 ~ SOx 180/16 ~ 562 k1p-1ncheso
Arbitrary tension in top plate ~' 562/14 a 40.1 klpso
Required A : 4001/20 ~ 2 sq. In.
Use plate 505 utx -,/8 it (A a 2 0 06 aqo ina)
Aeaume actual %R la about 90%~ then aetualstress in
the top plate at working loe.a. will be 20:x 90/15:$ 24 kat 0
DesIgn welda on baa1e of a t~ue tene10n of about
4001 x 90/15 :; 4~Ll lt1pelo For corm.~lCtlon to coluIDno
plate must have &. minimum width of' 5e? x 90/15 ~ 606"t)
in which caa@ th@ butt w~ld will be ~tres~~d to 20 k~l
which 18 OK o Dealgn the conn~ctlon between the top plate
and the beam ~o carry ~ Tot 48 0 1 klpeo
Ua0 fo~mulas (6) & (7) to check on th~ &ctual %R~
By (6)
By (7)
':;R :; 9!t- 0 6 ~
%11 ~ 9000 ~
Tension in top plate:
Plaot1c action by formul& (Sa) 10 p~edlcted t~ begln at
an M of 33 x 2 0 06 x 14 ~ 953 kip~ln~he~o
a.Same 14WF=30e steoD but De~lgn on B6~1a that Top Plate
Reaches 30 k~l at Werking 1oado
Requ~red A of top plata by (20.) 0 1061 ~Oo ln o
IG A or 10 18 by (4a) ;g 1055 ,f to
VISe top pl&te 4,,5" Jt 3/e/' (A o;;l 1 0 68 aqo tlllo)
Sy (6) %R ~ 9305 ~
By (7) ~R ~8800~
Plastic aotion le pr~dlct~d at ~n M of 3' x 1068 ~ 14 ~
180 k1p"'lnchee
By (1) T ~ 5001 kipe
By ('!}) T &&I 4607 to
D~slgn welda for a tension of 50 kip20
Do Same 14 WF",'Oo etcOl' but Deaign for Full End R@atr'alnto
End M s WL/12 Q 50 x 180/12 ~ 750 klp=lnches
T P.l 150/14 s 5:5 06 klpr.1 ,.
Required A '~ 5306/20 ~ 2068 eqo ina '
Uee plate 5" x ~6~ ,(A ~ 2 0 B1 ~qo ina)
Check en actual eo~d1tlon~ by to~m~lQ~ (1) to (6~):
By (6)
By (7)
Plaetic action is predicted at an M of 33 x 2 0 81 x 14 s1300 klp:",lncheso
Actual T in top plate:
By (1)
By (3)
T·s 5106 kips
T eo 49.,6 It
,
"
A summary of the above designs is glven 1n Figo 59 where
it is noted that the most radical dealgnl/ the one for a
top plate stress of '0 ka! at working load provides
approximately 90 %restraint to a point slightly above
the working load (the beam line 1n the figure); then,
baaed on ~ uni d 8xlal etress condition &nd on a yield
point strese of 3' kat, the connection 1s predicted to
yleld o However, at 2· x beam line ( 2 x working load on
the beam) the coru,ection atlll provides more than 50 ~
restralnt o On the other hand, the moat conservativedesign (for full restraint) provides a connection which
will maintafn its elastic propertiaa to a point near
the 2 x beam 11neo
Dlaousslono The m.bove summary must be considered (16 but
\hebeglnnlng,of theatudy. Other questions which arise
include the following: .
loDesign and coat of the welding.
2.Cost of plate ~~d plate prepnratlono
'oEffect of the restraining moments on the columns
(design and cost).
To give aome notion of the relative walding requirements
in the above studYe dGslgnsare given lnFlgo,6o TheBe
designs should not be considered aa necessarily the best
ones but a~e for comparison purpoeeSe
In regard to the effect ot the r~otraln1ng moment on the
column, it is presently felt that there 1s considerable
merit in keeping these momenta low,whlch 1s accomplished
best by Design Co ~t 1~ aeeumed that there will be a
companion connection on the other side of the columno
In cases where there is no such comp~nlon connection the
present 8uggeatlon is to subBtltuts a flexible beam~ ,
column connection lf deele;n cond1t1ona~rmlto
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